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I. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of n-d elastic scattering is old. Amado\ 

2 . 3 
Philips , Mitra , and others have made successful calcula¬ 

tions using the Faddeev equations, with separable potentials 

to reduce them to one dimensional integral equations. These 

were then solved by numerical methods. Amado and Philips 

also extended their n-d amplitudes off the deuteron mass 

shell so that they could calculate breakup amplitudes subject 

to full three body unitarity. Because, however, the kernel 

of Faddeev's equation develops singularities which make 

numerical methods unstable, their original work was 

numerically inadequate. 

4 
More recently Barton and Phillips , and Rinat-Reiner 

5 
and co-workers have shown that the full Faddeev equation is 

not essential to a successful discussion of elastic n-d 

scattering. They are able to use a dispersion relation, 

the N over D method, to unitarize the individual partial 

waves and (in the case of Rinat-Reiner^) get good agreement 

with the experimental results using one and two nucleon ex¬ 

change amplitudes as input to the N/D calculation. The 

advantage of this method is that the integral equations 

to be solved involve only a simple Principal Value integral 
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which can be easily integrated by numerical methods. The 

disadvantages include the fact that the N/D method of 

unitarizing Born amplitudes is frequently an inadequate 

dynamical approximation to the full Schrodinger (in this 

case Faddeev) solution. Also, the N/D method deals only 

with on-mass-shell amplitudes and does not directly and 

unambiguously provide a starting place for the calculation 

of the break-up amplitudes as does the Faddeev equation. 

The success of this method does, however, signify one 

interesting fact, namely, that a detailed description of 

off-shell propagation in intermediate states, i.e. exact 

three body unitarity in intermediate states is not necessary 

for a successful calculation of elastic n-d scattering. 

It is adequate to impose approximate three particle unitarity 

and to deal only with the on-shell amplitudes. 

7 
Most recently, Sloan , and following him, Krauss and 

8 
Kowalski made calculations on the n-d system using the im¬ 

pulse approximations as input in a "K" Matrix calculation. 

Using this method Sloan calculated the differential cross 

section of the d-n systems, and, following his method, 

Krauss and Kowalski calculated the polarizations. As before 

both Sloan, and Krauss and Kowalski utilized only partial 

unitarity over the bound states (and virtually bound states) 
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of the deuteron. Krauss and Kowalski include in their cal- 

3 3 
culations the state of the deuteron as well as the 

state, and also include the isovector (the state) as 

well as the isoscalar state. The results of Sloan's cal¬ 

culations were in very good agreement with the data but 

those of Krauss et_ al. were only in qualitative agreement 

with it. 

This thesis presents an attempt to make similar cal¬ 

culations of n-d elastic and inelastic scattering and 

polarizations using a simplified dynamical method as a 

temporary expedient to impose unitarity. The following 

course was followed in these calculations: 

1. Use was made of a multichannel K-matrix method 

to impose unitarity on on-shell one nucleon exchange elastic 

amplitudes. 

2. Inclusion was made of the effects of three body 

channels in two ways: First, inelasticity factors were 

used in the unitarity density of states and secondly the 

n-d channel was coupled to a n-b channel (zero binding 

energy singlet deuteron). From this last aspect, singlet 

deuteron production in n-d scattering was explicitly 

calculated. 
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3. Inclusion was made of the tensor force via the 

3 
state component of the deuteron wavefunction, and the 

resulting polarization of the neutron and deuteron (vector) 

was calculated. 

This much was accomplished. The following improvements 

could have been made: 

1. Inclusion of the two nucleon exchange amplitudes 

could have been effected. It is known from the work of 

Rinat-Reiner that this is important. In the course of these 

calculations, however, when an attempt was made to calculate 

the two nucleon exchange amplitude with the singlet deuteron 

propagating on shell in the intermediate states, severe 

difficulties were encountered. Also, only a real part of 

the TNE amplitude could be kept in the K-Matrix and diffi¬ 

culties were encountered in separating out the right hand 

. 8 
cut portion with only a real part for the energies . 

2. Go beyond the K-matrix algebraic unitarization of 

partial wave amplitudes and use at least a determinant tal 

. _ 10 
and eventually even an N/D unitarization procedure 

3. Extend these calculations to off-mass-shell 

amplitudes required to satisfy approximate three particle 

unitarity as imposed by some dispersion relation method. 

By appending the d or b propagator one can calculate the 
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breakup cross-section without the necessity of solving 

singular integral equations, at the price, however, of 

having only approximate three particle unitarity in the 

intermediate states of the break-up amplitudes. 

A preliminary attempt to calculate these amplitudes 

is almost certainly in error and has not been included in 

this thesis. It is important to have tractable numerical 

methods for this problem because a full off shell solution 

of the Faddeev equation is so difficult, and the results 

so numerically uncertain that it does not yet form a useful 

basis for the discussion of the mass of experimental results 

that now exist for this process. 



II. SCATTERING THEORY 

6. 

The "K" Matrix’*’’*’ approach was adopted for this calcu¬ 

lation. The exact solution to this problem is a solution 

to the Lippman-Schwinger equation. The question that must 

be faced here is, however, how to find an approximate 

solution and still preserve the necessary properties of the 

"T" matrix, principally its unitarity. The "K" matrix is a 

way to just such an approximate solution. The Scattering 

Operator T is first defined in terms of the Scattering 

Matrix thus: 

S = 1 - 2TTi 6 (E-H ) T (II-l) 
o 

where H is the Hamiltonian without the scattering ootential. 
o " 

t 
Since S is unitary i.e. SS =1, then from the above rela¬ 

tion one has immediately that: 

t t 
T-T = -2TTiT 6(E-Hq)T (II-2) 

the unitarity condition on T. 

The L. S. equation for T is: 

T = V + V(E-HQ + ie)
-1T 

where V = H-H . The K matrix is defined: 
o 

(II-3) 
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K = V + VG (E)K (II-4) 
s 

where Gg (E) = P.V.(E-Hq) Heitler's equations’*’’*' give the 

relation between T and K: 

T(E) = K(E) - irrK(E) 6 (E-H)T(E) 

= K(E) - iTTT(E) 6 (E-H )K(E) (II-5) 

12 
Thus (II-3) is replaced by (II-5) and (II-4). As Bruno 

shows, this easily satisfies the unitarity constraint on T 

given in (II-2) if K(E) is hermitian. Thus the K matrix 

approximation will always yield a unitary scattering 

operator. 

In this paper, K = V, the first Born approximation to 

the amplitude, neglecting in (II-4) the term VGs(E)K. Only 

two body intermediate states will be considered, although 

several such states will be introduced to improve on 

elastic unitarity for a given process. 

Equations (II-2, 4, 5) should be written in terms of 

a C. M. helicity representation. The states |c7g^,p ) 

are constructed where c is the channel label, p,, p are 

the momenta of the particles 1 and 2 respectively, and 

are *"kei‘r channel helicity. These satisfy: 
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<G' ;gl’S2’Xl ,X2^ G;£1
,22

X
1
X2> = <2tt> 

^ 6 (P -p') 6 ,5 ,6 
~2 ~2 X2X2 X1X1 cc 

In these helicity states, the equation SS =1 has 

following form: 

ll l a3Eia3E2<c,;KiB24^|s| = "-EPE2^^ 
>< 

C" 

c-Eip^X|X“|S jcr^XjX^ 

= (2U)6 63(Bl-E£) 63(B2-Ey6XiX,5x^,6cc, 

In C. M. variables p, k, 

d\d\ = dV3]S 

For simplicity \^}\ can’ be written simply In 

notation: 

S S V d3pd\<c';p 1 x ' | S | c ";gyj5"X " x c";g;,k;,\"| s11 
c11 J ~ 

= (2TI)
6 63(g-£') 63 (k-k’)6xxl6cc, 

Now in C. M. 

(II-6) 

the 

this 

c?£,k,\> 

3 
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<c' yp'k'X' |s|c";pi'k;,X,,> = (2TT) 363(P-P') <C' ?k'X' i S1 c"?k;'X") 

The unitarity relation now becomes, after the integral over 

p is done 

S S C d3k''<c' ;kJX' |s|c";k"X">< c',;k;,X"!st |c;kX> 
c" X" J 

= (2T,)V(k-k')6ul6cc, (H-7) 

12 
As Bruno shows , the unitarity constraint on T (II-2) now 

becomes: 

*t* c* 3 
(c'yk'X'jT-T | c ; kX ) = - 2Tti S S \ d k" <c ' ;k ' X ' | T| c ” ;k"X "> 

X 5 (E-E ") (c";k"X"IT I c ;kX> (H-8) 

2 ? 
But k" dk" = 6 dE" where 6 = k" 'dk"/dE"=|-i ,,k „ with u the 

c" c" c c c' 

reduced mass in c". Now the unitarity equation becomes: 

<c;k .n'X'|T-T |c;k 0X> = 
c 

-is s \ dn" 
c" X" 

X <c* ;kc,Q'X'|T|c";kc|iQ''X''>6cii(c";kciiQ”X"|T | Cyfe^X) 

where k , k ,, k are fixed by the constraint E = E = 
G e n r* ^ * 

E^,,, and where Cl are the angles of k^. Further introducing 

the states |c;QX) such that: 
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<c';kc,Q'X'|T|c;kc QX) = 
2 ( 2TT) C 1 ; Q ' X 1 I TI cfiX> 

and letting 

T = <c ’ ?a X * I T (E) I c;^> 

the unitarity relation can be written: 

Vx - TI'X - 2lTl
c^„ 5 dn" TX'X"k0"Tl"X (II-9> 

Decomposing into partial wave amplitudes one obtains 12 

J Jt 
T - T 
X'X X'X 21 l. l„ TX'Xkc“TX"X 

and 

Vx kX'X + 1 S„ TX,X,,kc,,kX,,X c " X " 
(11-10) 

From Bruno the following results are quoted: 

TX'X = 2TT 5 d (cos©) ^ (E0) d^ , (9) 

Mc l^c I o T 

= - — * 2 )) d(cos0) ^c,'*kci
fi,|Tlc?kc

n^)d^x. (©) 

(11-11) 
j 12 

where d , are the rotation matrix elements. Brunox also 

shows that from the basic equation 

°fi - $ a3pfd
3ltf<2n)

4»*(pf-pi) 

4 4 Tfil 
V. (11-12) 
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one obtains after a slight effort, 

da 
fi 

an 
^f 2 

(11-13) 
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III. HELICITY FORMALISM 

The conventions adopted in this chapter are those of 

13 
Jacob and Wick . Here the helicity states are constructed, 

the notation for the amplitudes defined, and the constraints 

on the amplitudes given by parity and time reversal 

examined. 

A. Helicity States 

In this problem, there are two channels. These are the 

d-n and the b-n channels respectively, where b is the 

singlet state of the deuteron. In this system, then, there 

is a spin “particle, a spin 1 particle, and a scalar par¬ 

ticle. One can consider the initial state particles coming 

in along the z axis with momentum k, and the final state 

particles going out at some angle 9 to the z axis in the 

xz plane with momentum q and -q respectively. One has, 

then^, for spin “ particles: 

|k,+ T> = ^ 2 i> ■ <i> 

and 

IS, + -|> = exp(-i9a^/2) |k,|> = 

IS>“ 2> = exp(-i0ay/2) |k,- |> 
-sin©/2) _ |_ 

COS0/2/ ’ f 
IN 
2' 
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12 
As Bruno shows, the spin 1 spinors take the following 

form: 

dQ = (0,0,1)T = dz , d±1 = + 14/2 (l,±i,0)T 

= + 1/J2 (dx±idy) . 

B. Helicity Amplitudes 

The kets of this system are specified by channel 

number c, angular momentum, its projection M along k or cj 

and the helicity of the two particles, X^,X2* ^ |c;J,M,X^X2) 

is such a state, and ]P is the Parity Operator, 

IP | C; JMX1X2> = T11T12(-1) 
1 2

|C;JM,-X1,-X2> 

where T| is the intrinsic parity of the particle and is 

its spin. 

If 1 is the d-n channel, and 2 is the b-n channel, 

then 

TP |l;JMX1X2> = (-1)J"3/2|1;JM-X1-X2> 

P|2;JMX1X2) = (-1)
J
“
1/2

|2;JM-XI-X2> 

or 

IlyJMX^TT = ±1) = {|1;JMX1X2>±(-D J-3/2|l;JM-X1-X2>} 

| 2? JMX1X2TT = ±1) = 1/J2 2;JMX1X2>i(-l) 
J"1/2| 2; JM-X1-X2>j 
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Invariance under parity and time reversal gives the 

following two relations for the partial wave helicity 

amplitudes: 

T ,n1
TU Si +SO~S^~SA T 

<C;\3X4|T |C;X1X2> = (-1) 
4<C;_X3-X4|T

J|CrXi-X2) 

and 

<
C
?X3X4|T

J
|c;\iX2> = (c;X1X2|T

J|C;X3X4> 

For each J11, there will be (2S^+1) (23^+1)/2 = 3 inde¬ 

pendent states in channel 1, and (2S^+1) (2Sn+l)/'2 = 1 

independent states in channel 2. Time reversal and parity 

will then give (3+1)(4+1)/2 = 10 independent elements in 

J , TT 
T for each J . 

By using relations between rotation matrix elements, 

12 
the following relations can be derived for the full 

helicity amplitude: 

a ’ X-~Xf 

(c‘ ;X3X4|T|C;X1X2> = ^(-1) 
1 <c • ? -X3~X4 | T| C ; -X-^X^ 

where X^ = X^-X2 
an<^ = ^3_^4 an<^ 

c c 

a ^1 ^2 

^ = c* C 

^ ^4 

s, +so -s„ -s„ 
12 3 4 

(-1) . Also: 

X, -x, 
<C';X3X4|T|C;X1X2) = (-1) 

J
-(C;X1X2|T|C’;X3X4> 
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Using these symmetries, Table III - 1 is constructed, 

affording a complete display of all elements of the full 

helicity amplitudes. 
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IV. INPUT AMPLITUDES 

In this chapter the way in which Born amplitudes were 

calculated is shown. These amplitudes form the basic input 

for our K Matrix equations. These calculations were done 

by forming model field theories with suitably defined ele- 

14 
mentary particle fields . There are, of course bona fide 

elementary fields p and n but also free fields are intro¬ 

duced corresponding to the deuteron (d) and the pole in 

the singlet np amplitude (b). The interaction Hamiltonians 

are then constructed for the dpn and the bpn interactions. 

A tensor force is included in the dpn vertex. From these 

Hamiltonians the one nucleon exchange amplitude is 

constructed. 

the spin respectively, then the simplest coupling between 

the d, p, and n is 

A. Interaction Hamiltonians 

If q. and are the momentum and the z projection of 
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r 

where is the coupling constant, d (q,\) (d(cj,\)) is the 

creation (destruction) operator for the deuteron with 

momentum q, and helicity The other field operators are 

defined analogously. 

Leaving the momenta label implied: 

= <HllWd>at'\1>pVn(V 
A K 

p n 

= ^= P(+ |){dt(0)n(- |)+ d* (l)n(|)j 

+ J=P(- |){dt(0)n(|) + ,j~2 d+(-l)n(- ^)) (IV-2) 

t 
Writing a and d (d ) in terms of their spherical components, 

and letting p = [p(- ,-p(^) ] = (iavp)T, then 

Kdpn = S a3qpd3qn9o{£(y 
(at(3p+3n

,'2)n(3n)+hc} • (IV‘3) 

This Hamiltonian corresponds to the diagrams: 

7- 

% 

Fig. IV-1 
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•—f 

In this interaction, the d-n,p is the only allowed process. 

If gQ is a constant or dependent only on |k| with 

k = ~(q -q ) it allows only S-wave interactions. Non S- 
^ 2 

wave interactions can be introduced if this is modified 

somewhat"^: 

Kdpn = Sd3apd3an9o{p(9p)dT(3p+3n) ' 
S(£>n(Sn> 

+ h' c. 

where 

9(k) = a(k2) a + b(k2) (a-k)k 

(IV-4) 

(IV-5) 

That this is so is evident from the fact that (a*k)k is the 
r*J r-* OJ 

most general galilean invariant pseudovector. 

Using this Hamiltonian the Born amplitude B(X) can 

be calculated for p-n scattering: 

1 X 

* 

The amplitude is: 
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B(\) = Z (p n |3C |d><d|K I n.p. )/(E-E +ie) 
f f1 dpn dpn1 i i' 

The only nonvanishing part of which is: 

2 , 3 ^ ^ ^ 
B-. (X) = Q ^ d q"d q"d q'd q 6(q”-q"-q'-q') / (E-E +ie) £ i o j ~n ~p ~n ^p ~n p n d 

X <Pf
n
fl{p<3;)ei

ntgn)}Sij{p
(3p>®3n(qj;)}|l>ini> 

where the intermediate states are reduced in terms of the 

creation operators acting on a vacuum state, and where the 

commutation relation: 

[a(q,X),a+(q'\')] = ( 2TT) 3 *§ 3 (q-q ') 5 '-i ~ ~ ~ XX 

is used. Repeating this procedure for the initial and 

final states, one obtains: 

Bfi(X) = [qo /E~E<a+ie) n ('3f>\i>£P (SfA'JptSi,*. p)gq(-%.V 

(IV-6) 

where p, n mean just the spinors previously defined. 

12 
Bruno has shown that from this expression one can 

3 
calculate the amplitude for p-n scattering: 

gdpn S (q2) 
2TT 2 2 

q +a 
{<• 

1 . 2X + - bq ) + (IV-7) 
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Thus the renormalized Hamiltonian can be taken to be 

2 
just the one given in (IV-4) but with = g^ anc^ a (q ) 

2 
and b(q ) chosen that (IV-6) agrees with a realistic n-p 

3 
amplitude. Such values are shown m IV-C. 

In the calculation of the bpn interaction, one cal¬ 

culates only the S-wave contribution, proceeding as was 

previously done, 

3C = ^3q d3q g (k2)jp(q_)n(q )b(q +q ) + h.c.j bpn j p n apn I ~p ^n ^p n J 

Here, however, g, has a momentum dependence: 
’ bpn 

2 2 2 2 
a (k ) = g(k ) = q, /k +S . The parameters £_ (a range 

bpn 3 3 

parameter) and g ^ are fixed in IV-C. As Bruno also 

12 2 222 
shows b(k ) =3/ 2t/(k +y ) , where y is determined in 

IV-C. 

B. One Nucleon Exchange Amplitudes 

From the previous two Hamiltonians, one can construct 

the three amplitudes that are needed, i.e. nd’-nd, nd-nb, 

—* 

and nb*-nb. 

—♦ 

The diagram for the nd»-nd is: 

Fig. IV-3 
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The amplitude for this process is: 

T(\,,\ .) = S JK , |p> ' d5 nf di m df’ nf df nf' pdn1Jr 
n 

x 1/E-E (piK , 1 q .. q . . > 
P pdn di ni di’ ni 

where n) = q , X- ,q X ;q , X . > and 1 1 n n p p n1 n' 
n n n n n n 

2 2 2 
E = q /2m +q . /2m +q /2m 
n n n' n ^ p p n n n ^ 

This equation simplifies if: 

l3Wn><nlICndpl = 6X X , S ^"/^Sn-SA-Sp1 

P P 

X gdpn{
n+a-SP p't<J,t‘2n} 

where dq stands for integration over all six momenta, and 

P1 = p(q'), etc., and where: 

2 2 2 
E - E. . = q /2m + q /2m + q' /2m 
n xnt n n P P n n 

In this section, a system of units will be used such 

that Mn = H = C = 1. Also ^ = (3i-3f); Sp
2 = Si2+Sf2 

""2qiqfCOSe w^ere ® is C. M. scattering angle. Also for 
. 2 2 this elastic process, q^ = qf = q. Then q^ = 2q (l-cos0). 2 
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Thus En = g (2-cose) and E-E^ = -(5/4q +a^ )-q cos© or 

1/fe-E = -l/(5/4q2+ad
2)+q2cos9). 

Now, to consider the other parts of the amplitude, 

©2 2 
= a(k )a+b(k ) (a*q)cj, where a is the spin operator. 

2 2 2 
Here as we have shown previously a (k ) = 1/(j3 +k ) 

-tk2/2 (y^+k2) 2 and b(k2) = 3t/2 (y2+k2) 2 where the values 

t, Y» P are given in section C. 

Let pi = 2(~l"("3f J) = 2(3i+2Sf> = 3i/2+Sfl 
and 

likewise g2 
= /2+cj^ • Thus: 

Plx 
= q2sin© 

o
 il >1 

0? plz 
= q2('| + .cosO) 

P2x 
= q sin9 po =0 

2y P2z 

,cos9 . „ , 
- g2( 2 

+ D 

Now 0) = a c + b (cr-p)g. For the initial state operator: 

: ai2 + V~ El)pi 

al°x + bl (0xPlx+ayPly+azPlz)plx 

,0 1, , . ,plz plx, = 31 (1 J + bl L - )Plv 
110 1 plx 'plz 1X 

= i a. ( 
Y 1 -a. 

a 

0 1) 

1 0 
©lz (0 -a.} + bl (p 

iz P, X lx)p 
. 

-
PT lZ 

lx *iz 
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eii - - 
-i ts 
J2 lx 

0 2a, 

+ 10iy) " */2 {(0 0 *+brPlz( 

Plz Plx-| 

Plx "Plz 1 

_ f, 1 0 . , lz ^lx.'i 
lz { 0 -a> +' lPlz(Pl„ -P>} 

01 _ _1 , • a \ _1 f, 0 0. Plz Plx.'\ 
-1 “ J2 (6lx. l9ly) “ J2 l(2a1 0* + blPlz(plx "Plz J 

or 

6L-- 
_1 / PlxPlzbl 

I 2 
blplx 

blplx+2al 

-b 
iPlxPl: 

e;- al+blPlz 

blplzplx 

^p. p. 
1 lz lx 

-arbipiz 

&W blplxplz 

2al+blplx 

blplx 

-b 
1
P
1X

P
1J 

Similarly, for final state operators: 

[Hi 2, = “7= loose 2 - sine 2 - i 
-1 */2 l x y2} 

/-<a 2+b2P2z)sin9 

_1 

J2 
+bp p cose 

2 2y^2z 

a2(1+cose) 

\ 

~^2(X~cos9)+b p^2cos© ^ 

'b2P2zP2xsin8 

^a2+b2P2z^ s-*-n®_t>2P2zGOSe 

+b2p2xcos9-b2p2xp2zsin9 / 
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So’-f 
2 . 2 
sm© + cos© 
X z ■} 

/ 

\ 

a2+b2P2zOOS9 

+b2P2xp2zSin9 

2 
a„sin0+b sm© 
2 2^2x 

+b o^ p cos© 2^2z^2x 

a_sin©+b_p. sin© 
2 2ir2x 

+b2P2xP2z°OS9 

\ 

"a2+b2P2zCOs9 

-b2P2xP2zsin9 / 

Q «- - i { x2cose - 

2 
sin© + l *} 

JL 

^2 I 

(a2+b2P2z)sin9 

+b2P2xp2zCOS9 

-a2(l-cos©) 

+b^p^ cos©-b^p^ p„ sin© 
2*2x 2*2x* 2z 

2 
a2 (1+cos©) +b2p2xsin©

1 

-b„p_ p_ sin© 2^2z^2x 

(a2+b2P2z,Sin9 

2P2xp2z 
-b cos© 

’ With these operators, the piece of the amplitude under 

consideration is as follows: 

for initial helicity, 

and final helicity 
1 
0 

-1 
initial and final state 

, and where n_ and n. are the 
f l 

spinors defined on page 12. If 
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DIP(1,1) = 01+©+! , and DIF(1,2) = ©^ , 

DIF (1,3) = ©fi ©+! , etc., and DIF (1,3; i, j) = 

then the spin part of the amplitude can be written: 
13 

<1 jlT|l -j) = -sin0/2DIF (1,1; 1,2) +COS0/2DIF (1,1; 2,2) 

-<1- -^|T|l -J) = -COS0/2DIF (1,1; 1,2) -sin0/2DIF (1,1; 2,2) 

-<0 “|T|l ~) = sin0/2DIF(1,2; 1,2)-COS0/2DIF(1,2;2,2) 

<0- ^|T|1 -J) = COS0/2DIF (1,2; 1,2) +sin©/2DIF (1,2; 2,2) 

(-1 -J|T|1 = -sin0/2DIF(1,3;1}2)+COS0/2DIF(1,3;2,2) 

-<-l- -ji T| 1 -|) = -COS0/2DIF (1,3; 1,2) -sin0/2DIF (1,3 ; 2,2) 

<1- T1 1- -j> = COS0/2DIF (1,1; 1,1) +sin©/2D.IF (1,1; 2,1) 

<0 J|T|1- -j) = -sin0/2DIF (1,2; 1,1) +cos0/2DIF (1,2; 2,1) 

-<0- j|T|l- -|) = -COS0/2DIF (1,2; 1,1) -sin0/2DIF (1,2; 2,1) 

: -(1 j|T|l- = sin0/2DIF(i,3;l,l)-COS0/2DIF(1,3;2,1) 

1 <° 2^1 Tl° 2^ = -sin®/2DIF (2,2;1,2) +cos9/2DIF (2,2;2,2) 

! -<0- -j|T|0 = -COS0/2DIF (2,2; 1,2) -sin0/2DIF (2,2; 2,2) 

These amplitudes are for the d,n*-d,n process. Those 

■4 

for the dn ♦- bn process are shown in the following diagram: 
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X 

X b 

Fig. IV-4 

and T (X ,X ;X, X ) 
b ’ n_ d. n. 
f f 1 i 

= E (q, q ; X. X K p>~ _ <p X q, q ; X, X ) , 
b_ b,_ n ' pbn1 E-E dpn1 d. n. d. n. * p ffff^ n c liix 

where 

l%nlE><p|Kjpnl 

" 2 * * * 6X X ,jag(2T,)3Mqn-qb-^)gbpngdpn{n£t(di-2)ni} 
P P 

The energy denominator is calculated as before, 

2 2 2 2 2 
E = q. /2m, + q. /2m -a, = 3q. /4-a, ; E = E. . d n d d n mt 

2 2 2 2 2 
= q. /2 + q_ /2 + k /2 = q. + q, + q.q.cos© and therefore ^f I ^f i^f 

2 2 2 
1/E-E = -1/q. /4 + q_ + a, + q.q^cos©. 
n l f d ^i^f 

Now, using the matrices for the components of 

that were derived above, the spin part of the amplitude can 

be immediately written down: 
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fc13 = <0 2^ = "al sine'/2“b1Plx{plx
sinG'/2+Piz

cos0/2} 

t14 = <0 ||T|1- |> = blPlx{plzsine/2-plx00s9/2} 

t15 = <0 ~"| Tj 0 -J> = -a1cos©/2-b1plz|plxsine/2+plzCose/2j 

tig = <0 ll110’ b = a1si"9/2+b1Plz{plzsin0/2-plxcose/2} 

fc17 = <0 |lT'-1 2> = blPlx{PXxSin9/2+Pl2
COS6/2} 

fc18 = <0 2^ = ai ^ cosG/2-b1Plx{plz
sin0/2-Plx

cose/2} 

The one nucleon exchange amplitude for bn<-bn is shown 

in the following diagram : 

'•fjj Avy 

> fa, X 

Fig. IV-5 

As before we have an energy denominator 1/E--E 
n 

= -1/q (5/4+cos©). The spin portion of the amplitude is 

t 
t (X, , X ;X, ,X ) = n n . b. ’ n. b. n 

i l f f 



Therefore: 

fc19 = "|lTl0 ■£> = cose/2 

fc20 = <°" 2'TI° 2^ = "sin0/2 

12 
C. Parameters of Amplitude Calculations 

The results of the calculations of Bruno's thesis 

are given here for the values of the parameters for thi 

calculation: 

a, = 4.868 x lo"2 

d 

Pdpn 

^bpn 

Ydpn 

0dpn 

0bpn 

.2805 

.2474 

.3297 

7.651 x 10 

.1007 
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V. SPIN AND VECTOR POLARIZATION FOR PN - PN 

It is the intent of this section to arrive at suitable 

expressions for the vector and spin polarization of the 

final state deuterons and neutrons of the system, given 

that they are unpolarized in their initial state. 

A complete and clear discussion of observables is 

12 
afforded in Bruno's thesis . There he shows that the 

final state density matrix 

and where T is defined in Chapter 1. If 0 is the matrix 

operator for some observable, the expectation value for this 

in either the initial or final states is: 

(V-l) 

where p1 is the initial state density matrix, and M is a 

scattering matrix: 

M (V-2) 

<0>1,f = Tr(0p1,f (V-3) 

The observables are represented in the space under 

consideration (the (J = 1) x (J = ~) space) by the 6x6 

hermitian matrices. The space of these matrices is 
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12 

spanned obviously by 36 basis elements. Bruno has given such 

a basis, the Q. . , formed from the nine \a of the three 
vcc ? p. J 

dimensional vector space of J = 1, and the four of the 

two dimensional spinor space. 

/ . a p. , a p 

o \a p / a22 a21 
(a,p) a p .a u 

X 12 X 11. 

Since scattering in the problem under consideration 

is in the x-z plane, one is concerned with the vector 

polarization of the deuteron, and the spin polarization of 

the neutron about the y axis. These operators, in terms 

of Bruno's notation’*’2 is the Q 
(2,0) 

and the Q. 
(0,2)’ 

where 

and 

0 
(0,2) 

n<2 ,0) 
X2 °2 
0 \ 

0 u°\ 
o\ 

0 X 
= 

= 
1 

-i\ 0 / { -x °l 

The spin ~ polarization, 

Pl/2 <n(0,2)> Tr(pfQ(0,2)} 

2 t 2 t 
= Tr(-^ TT 0 )/Tr(-^ TT Q ) 

4TT ’ 4 TT 



U2 + But dcr/dQ = a (9) = Tr (-— TT fi, .) 

4TT ’ ^ 

2 t 
Therefore, P±/2 = Tr (-— TT Q (Q 2))/a(0) 

2 2 t 
Likewise = [i /4TT a (0) • Tr (TT Q ^ ) 

As Bruno shows 
12 

Pl/2 " 1/0 <- f)-K(t22>-ti2)) (t52) 
4TT 

+ (t|2)+t|2))t(2)* (2) (2)* (2) (2) 
1 . 11 4 +t3 fcl2 +t7 fc10 

and 

D 1 y 1 Tmf/(.(2) _(2)... (2) .(2), 
P1 ~ 0(6) 4tt2 73 

Imi(t4 +t10 1 (t5 _t9 > 

. ft-<2>x(-<^ _(2),* . (2). (2)* 
+ (t2 +t8 )(t3 -t? ) +tx t2 

. .(2) (2)* .(2). (2)* (2).(2)*1 
+ fc5 fc6 _ *8 fcU _t9 h.2 I 
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VI. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

These calculations have all been done at a fixed 

energy E, , =14.4 Mev. 
lab 

below: 

A. Computational Details 

The general structure of the calculations is given 

1. B 

2. BJ 

_ JP JP II • , “1 
3. T = B (1-ipB ) 

4. 6T = E_.aJdJ(0) (TJ-BJ) 
U 

5. T = B + 6T . 

Fig. VI-1 

1. B is the input, the Born amplitudes. It is calculated 

as in the diagram in Fig. IV-3. 

2. BJ is the partial wave, definite parity projections of 

B. It is obtained by integrating over 9 as in Eq. (11-11), 

using a twenty one point Simpson's rule. Partial wave 

projections were obtained for J^ll/2. 

3. In TJP the partial wave, definite parity Born amplitudes 

were unitarized by the K matrix method. 

4. In level 4, a correction is computed to the full input 

amplitudes from the unitarized amplitudes. 
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5. In this level the correction is added to the full 

amplitude to give a full unitary amplitude. 

B. ' Results 

The results of this calculation are exhibited in Fig. 

VI-2 through Fig. VI-9. Figures VI-10 and VI-11 are plots 

of the experimental data, shown here for the purpose of 

comparison. 

In this calculation, results are shown for the tensor 

force turned on and for it turned off. The only two free 

parameters in it are the elasticity factors in both the 

elastic channel and in the inelastic one. These parameters 

were varied, and it was found that the results were rela¬ 

tively insensitive to their value. The final results were 

calculated with the elastic elasticity parameter equal to 

.25, and the inelastic one equal to .3. 

In Fig. VI-2-VI-4 the calculated Born amplitudes are 

shown. These exhibit the usual shape of such cross sections. 

Without the tensor force, there is a smooth, monotonically 

increasing curve going from some small value of da/dQ at 

0 = 0 to a large value of da/dQ at 9 = TT. With the addition 

of the noncentral potential terms, there is again the large 

backward peak, but this time with more structure in the 

forward part of the curve. 
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When these amplitudes are unitarized, and the differ¬ 

ential cross section calculated, we find that the curves 

have three distinctive features. There is first of all 

a high backward peak, a lower forward peak, and a minimum 

between 90° and 135°. The experimental peaks are approxi¬ 

mately 112 mb in the backward direction, and 124 mb in the 

forward direction, with the minimum at 127°. Where the 

amplitude is determined by the one nucleon exchange poten¬ 

tial, the forward and backward peaks are 221 mb and 418 mb 

respectively. The minimum is at 117°. Both peaks are too 

high, and the relative heights are reversed from that of 

the experimental curve. 

In comparing these results with those of Krauss and 

8 
Kowalski it must be noted that whereas these calculations 

consistently overestimate the experimental results, they 

consistently underestimate them. 

In regard to the polarizations, it is evident from 

an examination of Fig. VI-5 that only the grossest features 

of the experimental results are reproduced by the calcula¬ 

tions. When the results here are examined and compared 

with experimental results, they are wrong by an order of 

magnitude at best. In contrast to the experimental polar¬ 

izations, there is also a large negative dip at about 90°. 



Note Added in Proof 

Sloan and Aarons* have recently shown that the 

0 
calculation of Krauss and Kowalski are in error and 

their agreement with experiment fortuitous. Our calcu 

lations are seen to be in strong agreement with the 

results of Sloan and Aarons. One concludes, therefore 

that the S-Wave forces are not sufficient to explain 

the results of experiments in n-d scattering. 
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APPENDIX 

T MATRIX ELEMENTS AND PHASE SHIFTS FOR DEFINITE L STATES 

The calculations of this thesis were made in terms of 

states of definite helicity. It is of some interest, 

however to look at the results in terms of definite L 

states. In Fig. A-l, the values for the real and imaginary 

parts of t^ are listed, as well as the 6 . In Fig. A-2 

these same results are given for the calculations of Aaron, 

Amado, and Yam'*'. In making a comparison, it should be 

noted that the normalization of the T matrix given here is 

relatively negative to that given in Amado. With this 

in mind, it is easy to see that the elements are in rough 

4 
agreement with the exception of the real part of the S 

element. That element as calculated here is larger, and 

of opposite sign. 
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Fig. A-X 

QUARTET STATES 

Re. t Im. t 

-2.101 6.128 .4246 

3.418 3.639 .6927 

-2.244 .838 -.2889 

.900 .121 .1066 

-.339 .017 .0200 

.132 .003 .0154 

-.059 .001 -.0069 

.032 0.000 .0037 

Fig. A-2 

QUARTET STATES 

Re. Im. 6i 

3.060 7.30 .3655 

3.590 2.398 .1629 

-1.313 .303 -.0473 

.469 .0388 .0164 

-.1734 .006 -.0060 

.064 .001 .0022 

-.024' 0.000 -.0008 

.009 0.000 .0003 

DOUBLET STATES 

Re. t Im. t 6* 

1.125 6.061 -.2816 

-1.818 3.586 -.6030 

1.151 .881 .1633 

-.453 .141 -.0546 

.170 .022 -.0397 

-.066 .004 -.0077 

.029 .001 .0034 

    

DOUBLET STATES 

Re. t. Im. t 6 
1 l 

-2.140 5.30 .6988 

1.390 1.82 .0741 

.962 .336 .0354 

-.194 .049 -.0068 

.087 .008 .0030 

-.032 .001 -.0011 

.012 .000 .0004 

______   
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Fig. VI-2. Born cross sections for dn-*bn, 

with tensor force not included. 





Fig. VI-3. Born cross sections for dn-*bn 

with tensor force not included 
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Fig. VI-4. Born cross section for dn-*dn, 

tensor force included. 





Fig. VI-5. Born cross section for dn-bn, 

tensor force included. 





Fig. VI-6. Unitarized cross section for dn-*dn, 

tensor force not included. 





Fig. VI-7. Unitarized cross section for dn-*dn, 

tensor force included. 
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Fig. VI-8. Unitarized cross section for dn-*bn, 

tensor force included. 





Fig. VI-9. Unitarized cross section for dn-*bn, 

tensor force not included. 





15 
Fig. VI-10. Plot of experimental cross sections. 





Fig. VI-11 Plot of experimental neutron 

polarization. 
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